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Editorial

Good news:
1. The BMFA have approved the Delyn MFC flying field, alongside the A55 in NE Wales,

as an area competition field. It sounds like it is only a small field and is dependent on
wind direction. The field cannot be used with southerly wind directions due to the
proximity of the A55 major arterial road. With N or NW winds however the site is ideal
with a good open area.

2. Peter Carter advises that the RAF Odiham event is back on the calendar, see the adds
section for details. This is a pre-entry event.

3. I hear the Bloxwich indoor meetings have been reasonably well attended and as a result
organiser Peter Thompson has booked four more meetings for the end of the year and
has extended the time to 4 hours. The meetings will now run 12 noon til 4-00pm.

What’s in this issue:
 We kick-off with another of Peter Hall’s couprofiles, this issue’s victim is Ian Davitt.
 Martin Hurda from the Czech Rebublic has sent us a pictorial report on a vintage model

event held in the republic.
 Pylonius (1954) has a swipe at some critic or other and then catalogues the trials and

tribulations of model retrieval in the era.
 I managed to locate the first article that I wrote for the ‘Clarion’ back in 2001. It was

more of a letter really but David Baker saw fit to publish it and it kick-off my literary
career. Next issue I will follow up with a discourse on my club at that time with the
grand title of ‘The Rugby Model Engineering Society, Aeronautical Section’.

 The 1948 Model Aircraft ‘News Review’ highlights the 21st Model Engineering exhibition
and reports on the venue of the Wakefield contest in the USA, and on the UK Nationals
venue at Sywell airfield in Northamptonshire. This being the first year when pre-entry
for the Nats was introduced.

 Martin Hurda weighs in with his sixth model description, this time the ‘Easy-Bo’. A new
one on me.

 Wikapedia provides details of another weird aircraft in the shape of the
‘VOLOCOPTER’, this being a man carrying Drone of large proportions aimed at use as an
air taxi.

 Nick Peppiatt reports in detail, with quite a few pictures, on the Indoor Scale Nationals
at Wolverhampton University in Walsall. Nick is to be congratulated on winning the air-
race once again.

 Last issue’s weird aircraft, the Facetmobile, was not unknown to Barrie Russell, editor
of New Zealand’s Propwash magazine. Barrie actually saw the aircraft at an air show
back in 1994 and as a result he built a model. He has provided the article on his model
which he wrote at the time. Good reading and modelling.

 Heard at the Hangar Doors from 1956 has a few retrieval stories resulting from a
competition the Aeromodeller promoted.

 There are reports by Chris Redrup on the Crookham gala and Peter Hall on the Coupe
De Hiver content.

 Roy Tiller dives once more into the vintage magazine archives and picks out a few plans.
 Finally our secretary reports on the month’s activities and presents his usual three

plans.

Editor
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Couprofile No.12: Ian Davitt - Peter Hall

For many years you have made a significant contribution to coupe flying. You initiated and
ran the Coupe Championship League from 1993 to 2003. Could you give us a brief account
of your engagement with and dedication to the Coupe class.

My interest in model flying began when my father took up the hobby in the early 1970’s,
initially with a Georges Matherat influenced Coupe. Primarily due to cost as a then teenager,
along with a small local trimming field, Coupe was the natural way for me to follow him into the
hobby. My early models were influenced by Deryl Morley’s ‘Garter Knight’, 36” long, and 36”
wing span, built out of single lengths of strip.
The result was a 180 sq.in. wing, with a 35 second motor run from the grey FAI rubber which
was around at the time. The development of my models over time has been documented in
various periodicals in the past, suffice to say here that the ‘big’ model I fly in winds up to
10mph has a 230 sq.in, tapered wing with a 58 second motor run. The smaller model has a 200
sq.in, wing with a 44 second run.
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The creation of the Coupe League was influenced by an analogy with soccer. Who is the better,
the one who wins our equivalent of the FA Cup Final (the Free Flight Nationals), or the one who
shows consistency over a season by winning the league? At a time when Coupe had amongst the
highest contest entries, it seemed the obvious class to try out the experiment. Thank you to
all those who participated over those ten years.

How does contemporary coupe design and practice compare with the 1990’s

I think one of the biggest influences on (all) model design is often overlooked. At one
time, I would lose two or three Coupes a year, so building had to be a constant production line
of ‘more of the same, tried and tested’. The advent of retrieval trackers and the resultant
lower incidence of loss meant time could then be spent on experimentation and design
development.

I have to admit I have not built a new Coupe or any other model this century!! The 200 model
has the same flying surfaces and prop I used to win the Aeromodeller Coupe contest in 1997,
albeit then with the help of a motor heater. I have noticed a deterioration in rubber
performance compared to the late 1990’s, That said, at the Summer Mini Area meeting last
year, when the temperature at Barkston was 30 degrees plus, the climb performance of both
models was markedly better.

I do notice on the flying field something of a polarisation between the ‘balsa and tissue’
approach, and the ‘hi tech’ (dare I say ‘bought’) solution. In my view, and to encourage
innovation, it is important that the more solutions a set of rules allows, the better. This is what
has always attracted me to CdH over and above F1B.

Do you favor a systems or locked down approach and what advances in design and air
picking do you envisage.

I consider a really important performance factor to be getting as close as possible to
the minimum weight stipulation. This has to help both the climb and the glide. One only has to
look at the performance drop off when we used to occasionally fly ‘100 grm’ CdH by simply
ballasting models up and adding a cross section bump. The addition of the now ‘mandatory’ Tomy
timer and retrieval transmitter take up around 10% of the allowable weight. While it is nice to
be able to easily get the model back, these items contribute nothing to actual performance and
durability. I can achieve the minimum weight encompassing these luxuries with my 200sq.in.
wing models, but the 230 was overweight, so the timer had to be replaced with a D/T fuse. As
mentioned above, both models are over 25 years old, and like many things, have put on weight
with age. The consequence of all this is that with these slow flying models, I’m pushed towards
‘gadget free’. A timed wing wiggler for the climb would make trimming easier, but the wire
work would be a couple of grams, plus a multi-function timer.

As for air picking, the days of wandering downwind of a gaggle of A/1’s and waiting for them
to mark a thermal has long gone. Not only due to declining participation, but also the problem
that it is impossible to tell if a bunted glider is in good air or not until it is either too high, or
too far down wind. So these days it is a launch from the behind the car where creature
comforts are to hand wherever possible. I go off a combination of streamer pole, thermistor,
and ‘feel’.
All three have to be right for me to launch, so it is not unknown for me to let a what proves to
be a good patch go through during the day. Come the fly-off, with only a five minute slot, it is
a case of taking the first bit of air that shows any sign of not being a downdraught.

Peter Hall/Ian Davitt
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Historici v HavlBrodě 2023 - Martin Hurda (Czech Republic)

A pictorial record of a Vintage Meeting in the Czech Republic
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Martin Hurda (Czech Republic)
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Extract from Model Aircraft June 1954
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Clarion Past - John Andrews

This is a reproduction from the old paper back ‘Clarion’ February edition 2001 and was my
first serious attempt at writing an epistle for the magazine.
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John Andrews
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Engine Analysis: Veco 19 - Aeromodeller Annual 1958-59

Aeromodeller Annual 1958-59
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News Review - Model Aircraft April 1948

Model Aircraft April 1948
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My Models No.6 - Martin Hurda (Czech Republic)

Easy-Bo by L.N. Byron (1951)
with the Wen Mac Mark IV .049.
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Martin Hurda (Czech Republic)
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Volocopter - Wickipedia

Volocopter GmbH (formerly called E-
Volo GmbH) is a German aircraft
manufacturer based in Bruchsal (near
Karlsruhe) and founded by Alexander
Zosel and Stephan Wolf. The company
specializes in the design of electric
multirotor helicopters in the form of
personal air vehicles, designed for air taxi
use. The CEO is Dirk Hoke and chairman
Stefan Klocke.

History
The company flew the Volocopter VC1
and Volocopter VC2 technology
demonstrators, followed by the two-seat
Volocopter VC200 prototype. The VC1
was first flown on 21 October 2011.
The two-seat project that became the
Volocopter 2X started in 2013, evolved
from early single-seat Volocopter VC2
prototype flown in 2011. The two seat
prototype was designated as the VC-200
and the derived production model the 2X.

An on-line fundraising effort in 2013 on the Seedmatch website raised €500,000 in 2 hours and 35
minutes, setting a new European Union record. The money was used to build the VC200 prototype.
The aircraft entered serial production in April 2018 and will be built under contract by the German
sailplane manufacturer DG Flugzeugbau.

On 9 September 2019, Geely, which is also the parent company of Volvo Cars, Terrafugia and Lotus
Cars, led a round of funding that raised $55 million in private investments for Volocopter.
In September 2020, Volocopter started flying pre-sales promotional trips for Volocity, the company's
prospective electric air taxi service.

On 21 October 2019, Volocopter unveiled its "world first air taxi airport", and the company also
demonstrated the use of its VoloCity eVTOL aircraft around the Marina Bay vicinity of southern
Singapore. The company also conducted a feasibility survey with Singaporean mega ride-hailing
company Grab. The demonstration was well-received and supported by the Singapore government.
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The company worked closely together with government authorities like MoT, CAAS and EDB to allow
test flights for their 'air taxi' service in the area and to fly its first proposed flight route to Sentosa.
The demonstration also shed light to promote greater public visibility on the new transportation
service to come in the next few years. There was extensive media coverage of the flight testing and
the demonstrator vertical airport that Skyports built in collaboration with Volocopter within the Marina
Bay area in Singapore, and attracted many people to witness the test flight even though the weather
was a little gloomy then. The eVTOL prototype airport is called the "Voloport".

After the demonstration, the prototype was dismantled, and moved for redeployment at subsequent
launches.

In January 2021, the company confirmed that the ADAC had reserved two of its VoloCity aircraft for
operational testing in 2023.
Also in January 2021, the company announced that the FAA had accepted its application to
concurrently validate the EASA type certification it expects secure within the next three years. In the
same announcement, the company claimed it was exploring launching Volocity within the United
States to provide intra-city air taxi services in major metropolitan areas such as New York, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, and Washington, DC.

In 2022, Volocopter raised $170 million in funding to launch its first air taxi services.

VoloCity

Summary of all products designed and built by Volocopter GmbH: eVTOL aircraft

 Volocopter VC1 (prototype)
 Volocopter VC2 (prototype)
 Volocopter VC200 (prototype)
 Volocopter 2X (prototype)
 Volocopter VoloCity (2021 two-seater eVTOL aircraft)
 Volocopter VoloRegion (2021 announced new eVTOL aircraft)

Wikipedia
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Indoor isn’t for Everyone 65 - Nick Peppiatt

Free Flight Indoor Scale Nationals, Sunday 23rd April 2023

OEE provided us with a good introduction to this marvellous event in last month’s issue of NC
from his spectator’s perspective on the balcony. This article is more from a flyer’s point of
view on the floor. We were honoured by the presence of a considerable number of visitors and
entries from overseas, including Tonda Alfery from the Czech Republic, George Kandylakis
from Greece, Mats Johansson from Sweden, Bob Hauk from the USA and, of course, a number
of our Dutch friends.

How to wind a twin! Martin and Rory Pike look on while Tonda Alfery piles on the turns in his
Open Rubber winning Chance-Vought V173 ‘Flying Pancake’.

Peanut winning Albatross W.4 in foreground.

Competitions for seven classes were flown (entry numbers in brackets): -
Open Rubber (11), CO2/Electric (9), Intermediate Scale (9),
Kit Scale (24), Peanut (18), Pistachio (9) and No-cal (13).

The results were dominated by Tonda Alfery, who is, without doubt, one of the world’s
outstanding modellers. Just look at the next group of photos and see the variety of his
wonderful creations. He achieved first places in Open Rubber with his Chance-Vought V173
’Flying Pancake’, in Peanut with an Albatross W.4 WW1 seaplane, and in Pistachio with the fine
flying Curtiss Cox Cactus Kitten triplane. This model of an early 1920s race-plane is made from
foam and weighs 8g. In the CO2/Electric class, his magnificent North American FJ-1 Fury
ducted fan was beaten into second place by Richard Crossley’s superb Piper Tri-Pacer, which
had a similar flight score, but considerably greater static points. Apparently, the Fury has an
altimeter system that ensures the motor cuts soon after landing to stop it racing over the
floor!
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Tonda Alfery’s entries

Chance-Vought V173, Open Rubber Curtiss Cox Cactus Kitten, Pistachio

Albatross W.4, Peanut North American FJ-1 Fury, CO2/Electric

Kit Scale was won by Gerard Brinks with a Bowers Fly Baby from a Hummingbird kit. There
were three entries that qualified for the Veron Truflite Trophy: -. Gary Flack with his Aeronca
Champ, Chris Blanch with a North American Harvard and Mike Stuart with a Nieuport 27. Gary
obtained the highest place and so retained the trophy.
Chris Blanch won No-cal again with his Cessna 195 Turbo with flights of 151s and 112s and also
took first place in Intermediate Scale with a fine flying Bowers Bi-Baby.

I can identify the ‘unknown modellers in action on the floor’ at the end of OEE’s report last
month. On the left is George Kandylakis with his electric powered DH 9, which was
unfortunately proving to be very recalcitrant on the day. It’s a shame he did not bring along
his CO2 powered PZL P.24 (see IIFE 60, NC January2023).
The modeller on the right is, of course, Derek Knight, of KP Aero fame: - KP Aero supplies
motors, winders and CO2 chargers for free flight modellers. KP00 KP01 KP02 with a Tiger
Moth. I’m not sure whether it’s his Open Rubber or CO2/Electric entry.

As usual, the day ended with the excitement of the air race. A video can be found here: -
www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5eW-ikonps. Thanks to my assistant Gerard Moore, my
Chambermaid achieved a winning 22 laps in the ten minutes. I got the direction of launch
slightly wrong on the last wind, resulting in a tangle with a balloon thread.
I must also apologise to Pete Fardell for apparently and totally inadvertently stomping on the
tail of his Comper Swift in the general mayhem. (editor: a likely story).
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It was another very enjoyable day and many thanks are due to the hard work of the organisers
Paul Rich and Mike Stuart and their large team of judges, timekeepers and other assistants.
The full results are available on the BMFA website.

Mats Johannson’s Bristol Scout Peanut Bob Hauk’s Fokker DVlll Open Rubber

George Kandylakis’s table with Electric DH9 Pete Smart’s table with Electric Fokker F36
and Open Rubber Avro Type F and Pitts Special Open Rubber

Chris Blanch’s Bowers Bi-Baby, Pete Fardell’s Bleriot Xl, cross-channel flyer.
Intermediate Scale winner.

Nick Peppiatt
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Model Facetmobile - Barrie Russell ( New Zealand)

Hi John,
Just received and read your May edition. As usual a great read and thanks for the comment
re our club. We are still not back there yet though the slash and debris has been removed.
Access is held up because of the stop-bank rebuilding in the area and also the local soil
contamination of chemicals from the Acid plant and sewage from the treatment station.
However I think the day is getting closer and in the meantime we have been flying from various
temporary sites around the Bay!

I was interested in your Wikipedia article on the Facetmobile. In 1994 Allison and I visited
Oshkosh for the EAA airshow and just inside the field entrance was the Facetmobile which I
immediately thought was a spoof ! How wrong could I be and I revisited it several times during
the course of the airshow for photographs and talking to Barnaby and his wife. I returned
home thinking I have to build a model of that.

That time arrived a few years later and after some more research and obtaining the 3-view
from Barnaby’s website I made some line drawings. A 36 inch wingspan and 46 inches long
because that was the size of the piece of cardboard I drew them on ! This was going to be a
challenge as it’s the first time I’ve built a model using a hacksaw, a pair of tinsnips and a pop-
rivet tool. The aircraft was framed up using 1/4 inch (6.5mm) aluminium tube which was joined
with thin aluminum litho-sheet plate and 3/32 in(0.9mm) pop rivets.
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The plan is a bit faded now after some 16 years in the workshop but it served the purpose. I
covered the framework with SolarTex film and powered the model with an OS 48 Surpass 4-
stroke. I wrote to Barnaby to ascertain the settings and he replied immediately saying CofG
at the first plan break, 4 Degrees of motor down thrust and the control surfaces parallel to
the rear bottom surface. The model is set up with elevons, rudders and a central trailing edge
flap. The all up weight came out at 6.5 pounds, a little more than I’d hoped but there we were.

Sam my trusted Burmese copilot and tester tried the model for size and approved albeit briefly
and we were good to go. How much control surface throw was bit of a guess and rudders
worked turning outboard only.
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The test flight was interesting to say the least, full throttle and the model rolled down the
strip not gaining a lot of speed (more power !?) and getting toward the end of the runway I
thought what the hell and pulled in elevator and it just trundled into the air very slowly and
sedately ! It flew quite slowly but with authority but was way over controlled in the roll axis
and on the downwind leg I inadvertently did a very quick unintentional axial roll ! Once I got
the settings sorted the model was a delight to fly, a bit under powered for the weight though
most likely quite scale, but I eventually replaced the 4-stroke motor with an OS 46AX which
gave the model a lot more authority though maybe a bit out of its scale envelope!

It’s performance must have been very similar to the full size prototype reading through
Barnaby’s notes. On pulling off the power and using a lot of up elevator it was possible to almost
bring the model down vertically just on the stall (model nose high and horizontal that is) with
little forward motion and still have some control in the roll axis and execute what I would
describe as a parachute landing.
At slow speeds, the model required a lot of up elevator, and a few years ago I re-programmed
it onto a new transmitter and inadvertently put my rates on a different switch which I missed
during the flight and on the downwind leg couldn’t get the nose up and flew it into the riverbank.
The aluminium skeleton didn’t take kindly to the impact but the pilot survived ! Maybe one day
I’d like to build a bigger one with a four stroke petrol motor…. Dream on ! Still I have to say
it was an interesting and very satisfying journey.

Barrie Russell. Model Flying Hawkes Bay MAC. New Zealand. May 2023.

Barrie Russell (New Zealand)
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Heard at the Hangar Doors - Aeromodeller September 1956
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Aeromodeller September 1956
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Crookham Gala - Chris Redrup

Crookham Gala 7th May 2023 Salisbury Plain

Perfect weather but where is everyone?

This year we decided to hold the Gala earlier in the year rather than at its traditional time of
September, although when it became clear that the chosen date was the middle day of the
Coronation weekend, we wondered if that would affect attendance, and it may be that it was a
mistake.
The number of active fliers in the
South has sadly declined in recent
years and so any event held on
Salisbury Plain relies, for a good
turnout, on people travelling from
further afield. Whether it was street
parties, the cost of travelling or the
close proximity of the Nationals, a
number of the usual faces were absent
and Gavin Mannion was the only one to
visit us from the more northern
regions.
Certainly the event was well
advertised and even the weather
forecast was good.
However, those who did attend were
rewarded with a near perfect flying
day – light winds from a mainly north
westerly direction and a sunny day
after some early cloud, although the
scores suggest that picking lift wasn’t
necessarily easy.
Most entries were in Combined Modern
and Vintage Coupe, which Gavin won by
maxing out, with Richard Fryer winning the prize for the best vintage coupe score.
Gary Madelin maxed in Combined Glider while Dave Etherton couldn’t get his third flight in.
Combined Power only had one entry and there were no Dixielanders flown, so the George Fuller
trophy could not be awarded this year.
The only fly off was in E36, with one of our more recent recruits to free flight, Wayne Butler
taking the top prize.

Gavin Mannion in
thoughtful mode with

his winning coupe
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E36 fly off competitors. If you want to get ahead- get a hat.

Richard Fryer launching Pipo in flight
his attractive Pipo vintage coupe

Results:
Combined Modern and Vintage Coupe (Three flights only)

1. Gavin Mannion Birmingham 6.00
2. Richard Flyer Oxford 5.16
3. Jim Paton Crookham 5.05
4. Alan Brocklehurst B & W 4.40
5. Martin Stagg B & W 4.36
6. Ben Hobbs 1.15

Mini Vintage
1. Dave Cox Crookham 5.39
2. Dave Etherton Crookham 5.11
3. Jim Paton Crookham 4.38

Combined Glider
1. Gary Madelin C/M 7.30
2. Dave Etherton Crookham 5.00

Combined Power
1. Dave Cox Crookham 7.30

E36
1. Wayne Butler Crookham 6.00 f/o 1.25
2. Chris Redrup Crookham 6.00 f/o 1.05
3. Ray Elliott Croydon 5.22
4. Richard Fryer Oxford 3.53

Chris Redrup
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1949 Rubber Record Holder - Aeromodeller Annual 1949
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Aeromodeller Annual 1949
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Southern Coupe League Rd.4 - Peter Hall

CROOKHAM GALA SALIBURY PLAIN MAY 7th

Six flew in the coupe event, only three flights were required and benign conditions prevailed
but only Gavin Manion mastered the air and avoided mistakes to max out and win.

Gavin reports:
As usual I drove down to the Plain on Saturday afternoon in my little camper van. Fish and chips
in Devizes, a beer in the pub etc, all very nice but getting a bit samey. I think that I might have
a hot pie next time.
The day was lovely, calm and sunny; truly a rose between two thorns as both Saturday and
Monday were wet and windy. I flew my "Coupe in a Box" as detailed (ish) in a FF forum a couple
of years ago. It's starting to become my go-to coupe as it's not worn out like Nos 4+5 are and
I believe it has a better glide than those earlier models. It's a rip off of Neil Allen's wing with
my usual asymmetries and PGI trim. These last few comps I've flown it with a longer motor of
22 strands of 1/16". This takes 480+ turns, gives 50-53 seconds run and seems more forgiving
of a poor launch or bad timing with "the air". I shall persist with this until I inevitably get it
all badly wrong and re-think it all again.
In the comp I picked three nice thermals off the streamer. The second flight was lucky to
work back into the lift having managed to stall out of it on prop fold (very odd, don't
understand).
Everyone else seemed to have problems of one sort or another and by 3.00 ish it was done and
I was able to relax and do a bit of glider flying.
Lovely day, lovely people.

Richard Fryer in second place writes:
The weather was good for the competition, especially surprising after Saturday's prolonged
rain, with a light wind, sunshine on occasion and slightly variable wind direction. Retrieval was
fairly easy with the vegetation still fairly low, though some thermal flights were carried across
the open ground to the woods and trees beyond. Attendance was low but there was regular
flight activity throughout the day, with lots of action in Glider, E36 and Coupe. My flights were
a bit hit and miss in E36 with battery problems but Chris Redrup and Wayne Butler were flying
very well, their models getting very high with good transitions.
Coupe activity was also fairly constant, I witnessed good flights from Alan Brocklehurst and
Gavin Manion. So, an enjoyable day though it was a shame not to see a longer flight line.

Jim Paton in third place says:
I flew my Altaire, which performs better than my heavy Etienvre. It’s first outing in a long
time. Flying vintage gave me two shots at the silverware. Not being used to a tomy timer dt
these days I set it for a good two minutes. While awaiting the omens for a boomer I gave it
another revolution, and then a bit more every now and then. I launched into what I guessed was
good air and off it went. I should mention that it was equipped with 2002 Tan 2. Less torque
and a lot more turns. It had recently been bequeathed to me via Andrew Longhurst. It was
made up into 10 strands. Perfect steady climb and transition into a left circling glide, onwards
and upwards. Chris Redrup seemed not to get arm ache with his binoculars until it dt’ed at over
6 minutes. With pinpoint accuracy he announced its landing in a distant clump of trees.
Fortunately the clump of trees had little depth and I retrieved it just beyond with the help of
an old fashioned tracker. This is going to be a great day, I thought. On the second flight the
tail went skew whiff with expected consequences. I forgot I was flying a vintage with 10
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strands and gave it a javelin launch. Of course it power stalled and, despite being in a boomer,
never recovered. Moreover the tail had developed serious left tilt. After serious fettling as
advised by Gavin Manion I cured that problem but next flight I launched into sink. The front
tail support was such that the bands did not press down on the leading edge of the tail. Come
Monday morning in the workshop I performed curative surgery to cure flopping and stalling.
Twin fins fixed to a tail plane are just another unnecessary complication, but on this occasion
the problems were elsewhere. It has a narrow nose, so getting a blast tube in is a bit of a
problem. To get more turns I need to wind outside the model as I should be able to get a half
tube in. Of course I had not brought one to the meeting. Fortunately other competitors made
a few mistakes and I flew in mini vintage. I took home two bottles of wine- a real prize giving.
P.S. Great weather and excellent organization by Chris Redrup, and good quality wine rather
than certificates.

Alan Brocklehurst, fourth, writes:
The Crookham gala was my first competition this season, as previous events had
either been too windy, too wet, or cancelled. This time the weather was lovely, with
a warm 6-8mph WNW breeze, but picking the lift proved tricky! A few days prior to
this event I took delivery of a BMK GPS tracking system, so I was keen to try it out.
For my first flight, I used my trusty C-03 (the red one with a Tomy timer), and just
attached the new bug to the side of the fus, plugged in the tiny 40mAh battery,
wound and launched for an easy max (I reckon the BMK device, with battery, is about
half a gram lighter than a Pym Ruyter bug with fishing float battery). It didn't go
far in the light wind, but D/T’d down to land at the bottom of the valley. The new
technology took me straight to it!
However, I realised that the thermals were building in strength and decided that
RDT might come in useful. I therefore changed models to C-04 (the faded orange
one). This time, I used an extension-lead (made up the night before) to connect the
tiny BMK device to the 65mAh Li-Po I use for the e-timer/RDT. Of course, lots to
think about prior to launch and I think I did well to remember to switch-on, bind the
RDT and start the e-timer, only to realize instantly after launching that I hadn't
started the GPS recorder – no matter, just walk about 350 metres following the
pointer on the handset! I didn't get good air and it was down in 1:38, landing over
the first horizon down in the valley. I should have been more careful with picking
the air, but maybe my mind was occupied with all the new gadgetry!
For my third flight, I used a motor from a different batch of rubber (in retrospect
perhaps not the best!), but at least I remembered to switch everything on. Again, I
should have waited longer to judge the air. A measly 1:02 is best forgotten! Easy to
find, though, as it landed just over the edge of the valley having drifted in more of a
westerly direction. Congratulations to Gavin for being the only one to max out in
Coupe.
When I got home, I uploaded the GPS data via the WiFi on my Raspberry Pi and used
Gnuplot to display the altitude and cycloidal flight path. Nice to know exactly how
far it flew, how high it got and the approx rates of climb and descent on D/T...and
maybe I can extract the time-varying radius of turn...but one little fact that
fascinated me was that the data also revealed that the air-temperature on my first
flight remained fairly constant while in the thermal, whereas on my last flight
(definitely not in lift) the temperature decreased with altitude.
Ironically, it was over 3 degC warmer at the bottom of the ‘valley of doom’ than on
the field
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Martin Stagg reports:
Well, the weather was fine, sunny with light winds, much to my surprise. Also the ground was
surprisingly dry so access, apart from the bumps, was no problem.
I arrived at about 10.30am. Alan B. was wrestling with the technicalities of his new BMK
tracking and locating system while preparing for his first flight. He tried hard to explain it to
me but I’m afraid my small brain could only follow the very basics!
In spite of reaching a reasonable height, his 1st flight was afflicted by much turbulence and
was sucked down in to the ‘valley of doom’ for a sub max flight. This set the scene for the rest
of the day as far as B & W were concerned.
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I managed a lucky max on my first flight but although I was able to resolve some trimming
issues it was downhill from there on.
Alan made his second flight but once more the air was poor and once more the valley made its
presence known, resulting in a sub max flight.
Now, with the model on trim it was my turn to uphold B & W’s honour. Bad launch, even worse
air, a really poor sub max flight. I cannot remember the scores but I think I may have
mentioned before that nature has a way of blotting out bad memories.
Back to Alan. This time the air was so bad that the model did not even reach the valley of doom,
very uncharacteristic of Alans model.
Gavin Manion had made three good maxes to win the event comfortably. I needed about 1:40
on my last flight to come third, which shows how tricky the conditions were. In the event I
don’t think I made much more than a minute. So even on a bad day Alan beats me!
In spite of the conditions I enjoyed the day, as I usually do. It was a pity that the attendance
was a bit sparse after Chris Redrup and the Crookham boys had put in so much effort and run
the event so well. Some Coronation thing or other might have had something to do with it. Can’t
think why!

Ben Hobbs, sixth, lost sight of his first flight and then was unable to continue.

Gavin Manion heads the league table as we look forward to the fifth round at the F1G Nationals
at North Luffenham on June 4th.

Full results in Chris Redrup’s report earlier.

Peter Hall
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DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 148 Our earliest magazines, continued.

Next in the look at U.S.A. magazines we come to Model Aircraft Builder. This was launched
in April 1936, edited by Lieut. E. Stieri, and offered at 10c for 50 pages of about A4 size
complete with full colour cover. This issue has a plan spread over eight pages for a rubber
powered “Vultee V-11 Attack Bomber” designed by Harry S. Pack, Jr. The build instructions
include a paragraph on “Power and Testing” which starts with the advice to balance the model
at the wing main spar then proceed to glide trim and finally to power flights starting with a
few turns on the rubber motor. What a contrast to the build instructions reported on last
month, where the conclusion had to be that the models were primarily intended for display.

An article by Frank Zaic described “Wilber Tyler’s World Record Indoor Tractor” model and
was complete with working drawing including full size airfoil section and propeller.
Frank also contributes an article entitled “Simple Record Holding Glider for Beginners”
complete with working drawings and full build and flying instructions. Frank does not advise the
designers name but a clue to finding it is in the
following quote “So far as we know, this model still
holds the N.A.A. record of 34.4 seconds for class
“A” indoor gliders. The tabs or ailerons that you see
on the plans were primarily attached to bring the
wing area up to class “B” specifications. However, if
you add them, you will find that they come in handy

for adjusting the
model.”  Frank’s
Model Aeronautics
1935-36 book has
an indoor glider with
a record time of
34.4 seconds
designed by David B
Hecht with a
reduced drawing of
what is clearly the
same model but with

no mention of tabs or ailerons.
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Advertisers offering their kits and materials include Cleveland Model & Supply Co., Crescent
Model Aircraft, Scientific Model Airplane Co. and Comet Model Airplane& Supply Co.
All in all it looks like a very promising start.
The next issue, identified as June 1936 on the cover and May-June
1936 on the contents page may not have pleased the model builder
quite as much as the first issue. The flying scale model offered
with plans spread over five pages, is a rubber powered model of the
“American Gyro Twin Engined Crusader”. This model features on
the cover of the magazine and the plan was also available on a single
A3 sheet with the plan on one side and instructions and some
component drawings on the reverse. This plan is too large for my
scanner so the plan shown here is from a photograph and as you will
see it is not an easy build.

Next came an article by Prof. T. N. Bobrovsky, who had more than a dozen plans
published in the 1930s, mainly in Model Airplane News. This article describes the use of
geared drive between the rubber motor and the propeller in order to increase the flight
duration of the model. The author states that he has built about 150 gear driven models. The
accompanying plan is for a quite practical looking 28” wingspan stick type model. I found the
article and graph describing the results of gearing up and gearing down to be quite difficult
and confusing.
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Things improve with Lois Garami’s Indoor R. O. G.
Model, clear drawing and useful building and flying
notes. We have only some photocopied pages of the
July 1936 issue so let us move on to August 1936.

This issue includes a plea to “Bring Back the Wright Plane” which, at that time, was located in
the Science Museum, South Kensington, London. A petition form was included for the reader
to sign. The form was not to be sent to South Kensington but to The Smithsonian Institute,
U.S.A. who had given Professor Langley, then secretary of the Institute, credit for building
the “first heavier than air craft in the history of the world capable of sustained free flight
under its own power, carrying a man.” It all got resolved in the end and the original Wright
Flyer now resides in the U.S.A.
The first plan in this issue is for a 30” wingspan “Real

Soarer”, designed
by Seymour and
Dave Hertzson,
and constructed
with built up wings
and sheet balsa for the remainder.
This model is suitable for tow line or shock cord
launching, using 100 feet or more of light silk thread or
about 50 feet of 1/32” inch square rubber. The plan is
spread over three pages, commencing at page 8, but the
reader must jump to page 40 for the continued build and
trim instructions. An advertisement can also be found on
this page by Sea Gull Model Aero Co. for a 30” span
Sailplane kit at $2.50. The picture attracts the eye and

the advert confirms “the same model as appears in contents of this issue.”
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Next is an article and plan for a 24” wingspan rubber
powered scale model of the “Cessna C-32” designed
by Frank T. Roberts. The plan is spread over six pages
and looks to be quite a standard build. One point to
note is the use of a motor tube, common at the time,
presumably due to the quality of the available rubber.
This does of course make any thrust line adjustment
rather difficult. I recall my pre 4oz Gordon Light
Wakefield which had a motor stick as shown on the
drawing. The prop hanger was the usual U-shaped
sheet metal item but the rear bearing hole was
oversized and had a suitable washer soldered to it, such that down or side thrust could be
applied but only by taking the model home and re-soldering the washer.

Finally, a free kit for a 20” wingspan scale model just for sending $1.00 for a 12 months
subscription to Model Aircraft Builder which was priced at 10C per month. The snag was that
August 1936 seems to have been the last ever issue of this publication.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com Roy Tiller
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Secretary's Notes for June 2023 - Roger Newman

Still away from home. However, early reminder that we have SAM1066 Cagnarata Day on
Salisbury Plain on 23rd July. Comp starts at 10.00am as per normal, all we want is decent weather
& a reasonable attendance. No  comp entry fee but the normal charge for flying on the Plain
still applies.
More welcome news. Peter Carter has managed to negotiate a day at Odiham for 6th August,
see separate ad in this edition for more details of the day. The following note has been quickly
written with input from Chris Redrup & broadly applies to both meetings i.e. SAM 1066 on SP
& Odiham in the anticipation that it will help to persuade a few more to attend & enter a comp
at both meetings.

CAGNARATA AT ODIHAM
Alongside other events at the South Eastern Gala being held at RAF Odiham on the 6th August,
there will be a Cagnarata free flight competition.

We have been holding an annual free flight competition at Odiham for a number of years now,
with a mixture of different classes, but in recent years the number of entrants for each class
has declined significantly, so we have decided to hold a Cagnarata event this year.

The format of this competition is popular in Italy and is basically an all-in event where models
of different classes are flow against each other. Differences in performance of the various
classes are taken into account using a handicap system (K factors) with different maxes
depending on the K factors.

As an example, if the max on the day is set at 2 minutes, a model with a K factor of 1 will have
to achieve a flight time of 2 minutes, whereas a model with a K factor of 4/3 will only have to
achieve a flight time of 90 seconds.

The contest will start at 10.00 and end at 17.00 and will comprise of a total of 4 flights each,
with any fly off shortly afterwards. Competitors can fly more than one class if they wish and
prizes will be awarded for the first 4 places.
Odiham airfield is an ideal flat field venue, being easily accessed from junction 5 on the M3
with excellent toilet facilities on site.
Pre entry is required via Peter Carter – see separate ad.

Model K factors:
E36 (8 sec motor run) 1
F1G/Vintage Coupe 1
F1H/A1 1
Mini Vintage Rubber 1
Mini Vintage Power ( 10 sec motor run) 1
Vintage/Classic Glider 1
Tailless 1
E30 (40 sec motor run) 1
P30 4/3
Co2 4/3
Under 25” Vintage Rubber 3/2
Hi Start Glider 3/2
E20 Open Class (8sec motor run) 2
Cat/ HLG 2
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Nostalgia time
During the month I had a dialogue with a fellow modeller, who – after acquiring a couple of
vintage free flight models through the passing of a friend, asked if I knew of a source of
wisdom on spark ignition engines, as both models were so equipped. Fortunately I did & hopefully
there is now an informed exchange of information taking place. This little episode resulted in
a short bout of nostalgia, thinking about what has been flown at Middle Wallop over the years
& what I wanted to do but never did & probably never will now.

Some of the models flown at Wallop. I'm sure a few of our readers will have memories akin to
the following. Never to be forgotten was one meeting when not one but three Valkyries
appeared & flew. To think the original Carl Goldberg model was flown without a dt & - if I recall
correctly, lost OOS after some 53 minutes at the 1937 USA Nats held in Detroit & ending up
somewhere in Canada!. For those interested, the Valkyrie had a span of 10 ft.; weight with
Brown Jr. (ready-to-fly) 4 lbs., 12 oz.; and a wing loading of about 5.85 ozs. per sq. ft.

Another was the awesome sight of a Civvy Boy 84 powered by a McCoy 60 SI ascending
skywards at a tremendous velocity urged on by John Leach.
Also timing the flights of an exquisite  Flying Pencil flown by George Blair from Scotland in one
of the vintage power comps run by David Baker.
Then there were the creations of Roy Barrow & many other vintage models - mainly cabin model
designs from the USA - all accompanied by the unmistakable crackle of a spark ignition engine
in full song.
I still have a Red Ripper completely built awaiting covering with a pristine O & R 60 sat in its
box but will it ever be finished let alone flown – has to be highly doubtful? However, a recent
exchange of email with our Chairman may well result in both of us having an expedition to
Salisbury Plain for a session of pleasure flying in July – kind weather permitting – where I can
at least give my venerable Junior 60 an outing albeit equipped with an equally venerable ED
Comp Special. On a more modern note, I see that BJMR have kitted a 36”span electric version
of the Civvy Boy – yours for a mere $78.50.

Early pic of a Valkyrie
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Flying Pencil

Flying Pencil - again
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Civvy Boy 84 hanging in AMA Museum

Plans for month

Power: Has to be an old timer sparkie – how about the Red Ripper – Sheet 1
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Red Ripper sheet 2

Rubber: The Dragonfly by George Woolls published in a 1951 Model Aircraft
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Glider: Sura – from Model Aircraft Nov 1953

Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2023
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional. Check websites before attending

February 26th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 12th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
March 26th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 7th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 10th Easter Monday Croydon Wakefield Day + SAM1066,

Salisbury Plain
April 16th Sunday Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
April 29th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 30th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain

May 7th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 27th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
May 28th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain

June 4th Sunday FF Nationals, Mini, N Luffenham
June18th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 9th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 23rd Sunday SAM1066 Cagnarata Day, Salisbury Plain
July 29th Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
July 30th Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 6th Sunday Southern Area BMFA FF Gala, RAF Odiham
August 20th Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 2nd Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 3rd Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 17th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions

October 1st Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 8th Sunday Croydon Coupe Day + SAM1066

Salisbury Plain
October 15th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 28th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue, Barkston

November 5th or 12th Sunday Buckminster Gala, BMFA Centre

Dates for events are confirmed as: Croydon Wakefield Day 10th April; Crookham Gala 7th May; SAM 1066
Cagnarata Day RAF Colerne (provisional - subject to grant of licence) 23rd July; Croydon Coupe Day 8th Oct;
There will be a couple of SAM 1066 events on both Croydon days. All on Area 8 of SP.

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk
Vintage Model Co. www.vintagemodelcompany.com
John Andrews www.johnandrewsaeromodeller.webs.com
Switzerland www.gummimotor.ch

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


